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Archie League Medal of Safety
Awards
The 2017 winners have been selected!

Congratulate your fellow brothers and sisters on their
dedication to the safety of the National Airspace
System (NAS). Read more.

NATCA is Proud to Honor Black
History Month
First black air traffic controller: Oscar Holmes

Oscar Holmes broke three race barriers during his
distinguished career as the first black air traffic controller,
U.S. Navy officer, and pilot. Learn more about this
incredible aviator by reading the FAA article celebrating his
life and accomplishments. Read more.

NATCA and the FAA Reach First CBA
Coverage of NATCA30 celebrations continue!

On January 13, 1989, NATCA and the FAA reached a tentative agreement on their
first contract. The agreement became effective May 1, 1989. The three-year pact
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included 77 articles and benefited the growing
union. Read more.

NATCA Professionalism Awards
Western Service Area winner: Aaron Rose (ZSE)

Seattle Center member Aaron Rose is among five winners of this year's NATCA
National Professionalism Award. He is being honored for his work in the Western
Service Area. Read more.

Super Bowl LI 
Good planning, communication results in winning
Super Bowl combination for Houston facilities,
Command Center

By all accounts, the week was an amazing success of
providing a safe and efficient operation and another

triumph of collaboration between NATCA and the Federal Aviation
Administration. Read more.

Turn Off Tune In
Music City Controllers Tune  in to traffic growth

A young controller workforce in Nashville (BNA) is
facing a substantial growth in traffic. But nothing can
stop them from keeping flights moving safely. Read
more.    

WorkLife Wisdom
Let go of what you can't control

When setbacks and hard times occur in your personal or professional life, it can
be very tough to pick up the pieces and go on. Although it's often not easy to
process the "curves" that life can throw, there are coping strategies you can use to
bounce back. Read more.   
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Member Focus: Kyle McHugh
Learn more about your NATCA brother in Cleveland

"Don't wait for someone to ask you to do something. Go
to your local officers and tell them that you want to be
involved." Read more.

Facility Spotlight: Anchorage
(ANC)
Learn more about what it's like working in Alaska 

The level 8 facility is responsible for traffic in and out
of two airports from one tower. Read more.

Weekly Photo Album
See all of the places in the world NATCA is making a
difference this week

Check out what members are doing in New Orleans,
New Zealand, and Lombard. Read more.

This Week's Notebook
Keep up with NATCA gear, benefits and important
dates.

UNUM open enrollment started Feb. 1, stay warm
with the NATCA beanie, update your contact
information in the NATCA Portal, new seminar
dates, and meeting dates! Read more.

For questions and requests
please contact

Sarah Zilonis, Communications Specialist
szilonis@natcadc.org

Stay Connected
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